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T1V Launches CollaboratOR 3D App for Apple Vision Pro in
Partnership with KARL STORZ

T1V has developed its first Apple Vision Pro app in partnership with KARL STORZ, the company’s
strategic partner in the medical industry. The app is now available for download on the App Store.

T1V is excited to announce the release of its first app designed for Apple Vision Pro.

The CollaboratOR 3D app was developed in collaboration with longtime MedTech partner KARL STORZ.
As a leader in minimally invasive surgical technology, KARL STORZ identified a need to improve the
education and collaboration experience for the rising class of surgical residents and practicing surgeons.
With CollaboratOR 3D for Apple Vision Pro, surgical staff can immerse themselves in 3D/4K content from
surgical procedures—without even entering the operating room. This provides residents and surgeons
access to an enhanced learning tool, while allowing teams to scale their curriculum by means of a more
powerful and accessible tool. The CollaboratOR 3D serves as an extension of the CollaboratOR, an
interactive ecosystem and console for the OR1 integrated operating room supplied by KARL STORZ.

Designed to take full advantage of the powerful capabilities on Apple Vision Pro, the app displays
CollaboratOR content, provided by KARL STORZ endoscopy systems in exceptional 3D/4K surgical video
quality. In short, it’s a visual match made in heaven.

“We are thrilled to work with KARL STORZ to explore the future of technology in medical education and
collaboration in the OR using Apple Vision Pro,” says Jim Morris, T1V CTO. He continues, “Our company
prides itself on innovation, and it’s powerful to be part of something that can have a very real impact on
human lives.”

“KARL STORZ has built a reputation for exceptional surgical visualization and integration technologies,”
says Christy Gaudet, VP of Surgical Sales & Marketing at KARL STORZ. “The CollaboratOR serves to
boost efficiency in the operating room while empowering greater collaboration for the entire surgical staff,
from any location, for any surgical specialty. The new CollaboratOR 3D app for Apple Vision Pro
developed with our partners at T1V takes this to the next level, with clear benefits for healthcare providers
and their patients.”

Apple Vision Pro technology unlocks an unprecedented spatial experience, and T1V is incredibly
encouraged by the enormous potential of the new platform. The company plans to continue development
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of Apple Vision Pro apps for its ThinkHub visual collaboration and T1V Story brand storytelling software
solutions for enterprise and higher education markets.

About T1V

T1V is a visual collaboration software company. Our ThinkHub® platform provides a digital workspace for
distributed teams to come together for real-time, flexible collaboration across in-room, hybrid, and virtual
meeting environments.

In addition to its award-winning ThinkHub collaboration software, T1V offers ThinkHub Education for
active learning in higher education, and T1V Story for one-of-a-kind brand experiences.

T1V is a leading innovator in large-scale, interactive software technology, with 23 issued patents in visual
collaboration software. Our software ecosystem supports total interoperability with the many devices,
programs, and platforms of today’s hybrid meeting and learning spaces—enabling our customers to truly
collaborate anytime, anywhere.

To learn more, visit t1v.com.

About KARL STORZ

KARL STORZ is an innovative leader in endoscopic technology and surgical imaging solutions across
virtually all surgical specialties. Its integrated operating room solutions enhance collaboration to improve
clinical efficiency and outcomes inside the hospital and other sites of care. With subsidiaries around the
world, KARL STORZ is a family-owned company based in Tuttlingen, Germany, that designs, engineers,
manufactures, and markets all its products with an emphasis on visionary design, precision
craftsmanship, and clinical effectiveness. For more information, visit www.karlstorz.com.
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